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Tift IN ITY Ti\BlET~
Vo1. II.

HARTFORD, CONN., OCTOBER

THE CONTEST FOR THE HOURS.
It was in the days of the falling leaves,
The death time of the flowers,
That two spirits fought for the maid who weaves
Summer's delaying hours.
One fu)l of grace and chivalrous ire
In golden armour gleamed,
And above his helmet's crown of fire
A rainbow pennon streamed.
The other in mail of black was arrayed,
All lustreless his shield,
His banner, a crescent and stars displayed,
Flecking its dusky field.
They met in the shock of the viewless fight,
These two-the Night and Day;
Thick clouds were telling their strife of might
But silent raged the fray.
The Houri stood by the verdant throne
Which Autumn's sceptre sears,
And o'er it fell with the wind's sad moan
Her Equinoctial tears.
For she saw her champion's flame-crest fall,
Its blazing splendor fade,
While she read in his foeman's floating pall,
That conquest had been made.
. That she who followed Day's gorgeous train
In trailing robes of light,
Shedding lengthened glory on Summer's reign,
Was captive to the Night.
But she waits the weird clash of spear and brand Again as in the past,
In a vernal struggle, when Day shall stand
Triumphant at the last.

15, 1869.

No. III.

COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIPS.
We are aware that a thorough discussion of
this subject would necessitate a careful review
of the arguments for and against the whole system of prizes, but it is not our intention to do
more than touch upon the borders of this debatable ground. For the value of this system is
fully recognized at Trinity, and we purpose to
speak upon competitive scholarships only in
relation to our own college.
It is curious that while the authorities of our
Alma Mater have always been very ·liberal in
the matter of prizes, those prizes have always
consisted of sums of money which are paid
over to the successful competitor for him to
spend as he pleases. The more substantial
benefits to be derived from the possession of a
scholarship are left entirely with certain persons
in whom the right of nomination is vested.
Moreover, an examination of our catalogue will
show that, although the scholarships are numerous and generally well endowed, yet all but one
certain class of persons are .debarred from holding them. The candidates for most of them
must be studying for the ministry of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and all must be communicants of that church. While it is, no doubt,
well that a college professedly devoted to the interests of a certain religious denomination should
afford special assistance to such persons as are
intending to enter the ministry of that denomination, it cannot be denied that too ·universal ~n
application of this principle destroys the very end
it has in view by rendering the college unpopular
and so lessening the number of its students.
Now we do not urge the establishment of
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scholarships" for the benefit of indigent young
men studying with a view to the" practice of
medicine or of ·1aw, though why they do not deserve assistance as well as other "indigent young
men studying with a view to the ministry of
the Protestant Epii;copal Church" we confess
we do not see. What we argue for is the
foundation of a scholarship, the possession of
which shall depend upon a competitive examination in a certain department, and shall be open
to all comers of whatever creed or whatever may
be the profession which they intend to follow.
The advantages of this method over the one
now in vogue are numerous, but we shall
mention only a few of the most obvious.
First, then, the present method is objectionable because there is no certainty that the person
nominated to any scholarship is worthy of the
assistance rendered him. For the right of nomination being, in many instances, vested in one
man alone, there is plenty of room for favoritism by which one candidate may be set aside
for another, in every respect less worthy, at the
caprice of the nominator. Observe, we do not
say that anything of the kind has ever been done,
only that there is opportunity for such action.
Then, too, there is a possibility that the representations of the candidate may be deceptive,
and that the scholarship may be conferred upon
some undeserving person through ignorance of
the circumstances. Now we claim that a competitive scholarship would obviate these difficulties, for the position could never be occupied by
any one who had not proved himself worthy of
it in at least one particular, that of mental ability. If it be objected that under such a system
the successful competitor might be one who
stood in no need of assistance, or who was
morally undeserving of aid, we answer that the
scholarship might be made to depend in part
upon these conditions; although, as prizes are
often bestowed without regard to the pecuniary
or moral standing of the candidates, why should
not this be the case with scholarships also?
Secondly, the method proposed would re-

move all idea of dependence from the mind of
the person who obtained the position. For he
would feel that he had done something for
which the money he received was, in some sort,
a recompense. He could not suppose, in other
words, that he was merely an object of charity.
To ask for a scholarship now is nothing but
respectable begging, and to obtain it without
asking is almost impossible.
In the third place, a system of competitive
scholarships throws the whole question of giving aid to poor students upon a wider and fairer
ground than it at present occupies. Neither
Trinity College nor any other college should
be entirely committed to the defence of one
particular religious creed. We are painfully
aware that most American educational institutions are so comm.itted and we consider this one
of the most insurmountable obstacles to broad
and liberal learning in the United States. Colleges should be what we have just called them,
"educational institutions," in the strictest sense
of the words. We enter a college to study the
Evidences of Christianity, and not to learn the
parts of those Evidences which seem to make
Presbyterianism so much better than Episcopalianism, or to give Methodism the advantage
over Unitarianism. We come to study phi!osophy,
and, being once grounded in the universal principles of metaphysics, it is immaterial whether
we use the works of Comte or Sir William Hamilton so long as we are able to detect the fallacies of the one, and to perceive the right reasoning of the other. The establishment of our
ideal competitive scholarship is a step toward
this. Here is a person who wishes for an education but does not possess the means of purchasing it. We would give him an opportunity
to obtain the necessary assistance simply because
he wants an education, not because he wants
one in order that he may become a lawyer, or a
minister, or a doctor. This, we repeat, is a step
in the right direction ; a step toward that time
when knowledge will be valued for itself and not
desired merely because it is a means to an end.
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But it may be said that the present system of
distributing scholarships possesses this advantage; that many students who would otherwise
become lawyers, or doctors, are induced to enter
the ministry because,. under this condition, they
can obtain the education which they wish for.
This objection, if it were ever put forward,
would but prove an argument for the cause which
we are defending. For a man who could thus
be bribed into entering the ministry would certainly prove of but little value to .that profession.
His sympathies and inclinations would be else
where so that he could not be, to say the least
a very zealous defender of his calling. And if
it be true, whjch we do not believe, that the
nominative scholarships are ever made · use of
for this purpose, they had better be swept entirely away as a blot upon the reputation of
that priesthood whose instruments they are
asserted to be. If it is wrong to bribe a man
to cast his vote for one side or the other in a
political contest, it must be tenfold more sinful
to purchase his life-long adherence to a profession which he does not like and whose principles he cannot conscientiously support.

RIVALRY.
In the curriculum of college duties a spirit of
rivalry is often one of the chief impulses which
urge on the scholar in his pursuit of knowledge,
and when his mental faculties . have become
exhausted by excessive labor he is frequently
aroused to new exertions by this inborn quality
which greatly influences all his actions.
The acquisition of knowledge has always
been regarded as the chief end of a college course,
and a student should always have this end
before him when he enters upon his duties.
Although these ideas are correct in a theoretical point of view, yet when we regard them in
a practical light we see that they are by no
means the chief motives of action, but that
others less noble, but far more common, are to
Je regarded as the causes of their exertions.

Often the pursuit of a particular branch of
learning may become so irksome, and may be
in such direct opposition to the tastes and feelings of the student, that it is only by means of
his ardent desire of surpassing some more gifted opponent in that branch, that he is capable
of concentrating the powers of his mind upon
the subject before him; but frequently this is
not sufficient, and it is only by the most intense
application allied with a strong determination to
conquer, that a complete and accurate knowledge is acquired.
The spirit of rivalry is in some degree fostered by the system of prizes and awards which is
very prevalent in our colleges, and as these rewards are given for superior intellectual attainments, of course there is the corresponding
exertion and emulation in gaining them. Every one possesses, in a greater or less degree, the
spirit of rivalry; it is often one of the chief
characteristics of the individual; it is inborn and
can by no means be cast aside, and although
it may temporarily lie dormant, yet it is liable at
any time to be awakened and exercise a powerful sway. Thus a student may commence his
college course with a mind in which the chief
feeling is simply that of ambition, but when he
is brought into contact with those whose knowledge of any particular study equals or excels his
own, a change in the character of his views
very frequently takes place, and a spirit of emulation is often created which arouses within him
a fierce determination to surpass his rivals.
The spirit of rivalry is seen not only in intellectual pursuits, but also in athletic sports.
With what close application will the oarsman
or ball-player employ all his leisure time in
exercising in his favorite pursuit; how often do
. we see them thus engaged to the detriment, of
their mental culture, and how frequently do
they tax themselves beyond their strength ;
yet they are sustained t0 a great extent during
their exertions, by a desire to attain a high degree of excellence in these pursuits, and more
especially by a spirit of competition. Thus we
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have endeavored to show that rivalry is one of
the chief impulses of the student's mind, and
that when it is encouraged by surrounding circumstances it may- completely overshadow the
rest and become pre-eminent.

IN AUTUMN.
Over all the pleasant landscape
Reigneth now the Indian Summer;
Indian Summer, fairest daughter
Of the queenly, bounteous Autumn,
When the Year o'er hills of purple
Throws her blue and hazy mantle,
So that all the woods and meadows,
So that all the lakes and rivers,
Through the air are seen but dimly.
Then it seems as if the ancient,
Priestly, grey-haired year were burning
Incense on her mountain altars,
Incense to the great Creator,
Incense to the good All-father;
Or it seems as if the Summer
And the palsied, hoary Winter,
Smoked a calumet together,
Smoked a pipe of peace together,
As a token that their warfare,
Warfare lasting through the ages,
Resteth for a little season
That the Summer, nearly conquered,
May have time and peace to bury
All her dead, her withered flowers.
Come ye out into the forest,
See the sights of Autumn's woodland,
Hear the woodland sounds of Autumn.
H ow the trees all whisper softly,
Nod and whisper to each other,
Telling of the good they're doing;
T elling how they feed the squirrel,
Feed the partridge and the rabbit,
With their sweet and wholesome fruitage.
Overhead the noisy blue jay
Screeches to his mate far distant:
Screeching, wakes the sleeping Echoes
Who respond with drowsy voices ;
For throughout the Indian Summer
Echoes all lie still and slumber,
Waiting for the Winter's corning,

Resting ere the Winter's labor.
When the wild storms howl so madly,
Roar and bellow 'round the mountains,
Then the Echoes loud defy them,
Then the Echoes, roused to acti0n,
Rushing down the rocky gorges
Shout defiance to the Storm-king,
Answering the haughty challenge
That he flings down to the mountains ;
Wherefore sleep they through the Autumn,
Deepest sleep in Indian Summer.
Now the shadows lengthen eastward,
Now comes on the tender gloaming.
Sinks the sun 'neath western cloud-banks
Staining all the peaceful heavens
With the blood of murdered day-light.
Here and there a star out-shining
Seems a leader of the armies,
Leader of the vast battalions,
That are marching to the music
Of fair seraph and bright angel
Through the lofty fields of ether.
Every star that marches onward
Shouting forth its mighty anthem,
Anthem of eternal planets,
Swells the symphony of nature;
While around us creep the breezes
Whispering in gentle murmurs
That seem echoes, faint and distant,
Of the grand, harmonious thunder.

.JAMES CRICHTON.
It is seldom that we meet with characters,
either in history or in actual existence,that have
attained a high degree of perfection in any particular branch . When one is found that has
surpassed all his contemporaries in many things,
our attention must be at once attracted to him.
Such an one is now before us in the person of
James Crichton, ' 'The Admirable." A man
the most accomplished for one of his age, of any
that then lived, and who has been scarcely
equalled by a single person since th at time. He
is noted more particularly for several celebrated
disputes in which he engaged. He was born in
August, I 560, and was afforded all the adv an-
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tages that Scotland could offer, his father being
Lord Advocate of that country. At a very
early period he displayed a studious disposition,
and at the age of ten he was sent to the U niversity of Saint Andrew's. At twelve he received
the degree of A. B., and at fourteen that of
A. M. He was probably the youngest person
upon whom those degrees have ever been conferred. He was the third scholar in the University, although at the time many grown men
were in attendance. When but seventeen he
was able to speak and write ten different languages. His mental superiority, however, was
not all in which he excelled. He is described
as possessing in bodily form extraor.dinary
beauty, symmetry, and strength, and as being
skilled in dancing, riding, singing, fencing,
playing and drawing. While a mere boy, soon
after his graduation, he . performed one of the
boldest acts that is recorded of any man. He
challenged the philosophers and· scholars of
Paris to public disputation by means of placards posted on the gates and doors of the colleges. In these placards he stated that he
would meet them six weeks from that date before nine o'clock in the morning, when he
would be ready to answer questions that might
be propounded, either in prose or verse, and in
any of the following languages: Hebrew,
Greek, Syriac, Arabic, Latin, Spanish, French,
Italian, English, Dutch, Flemish, or Slavonian. In the meanwhile, instead of devoting
himself to study, in preparation for so great a
trial, he amused himself by hunting, tilting,
and the like. At the appointed time he met
the divines and learned men before an audience
of three thousand persons, and in a disputation
which continued for nine hours he acquitted
himself with wonderful judgment and learning,
for which he received a diamond ring and purse
of gold from the rector of the college. It was
at this time that he gained the epithet of "the
Admirable," which he continued to bear as
long as he lived. Soon after this he entered
the army t1ncl served two years in the civil
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wars, distinguishing himself alike for mental
and martial powers. After his connection
with the army ceased, he engaged in another
dispute at Rome before the Pope and church
officials, in Divinity, Mathematics, and Philosophy. This was equally as successful as his
first attempt, and led to his entering upon a
third one, with the doctors of Padua,
with whom he discussed the errors of Aristotle
and his interpreters, for six hours. The last
contest of the kind that Crichton engaged in
was with some Professors in Venice. It was
continued through three days, and with such
skill did he manage his arguments that he
received such praise as was never before given
to man. But he did not confine himself alone
to intellectual contests. At Mantua he overcame a gladiator who had slain the three best
swordsmen of that city. Meeting a Duke here
who was immediately struck with the handsome appearance and brilliant accomplishments
of the youth, he was made preceptor to the
Duke's son.
And now he displayed qualities which had
never before shown themselves. He wrote for
his young pupil a comedy, or rather a satire on
the follies of mankind, in the acting of which
he himself sustair.ed the parts of no less than
fifteen characters, and each of these in the
most successful manner. But such genius
was not destined to remain for a long time
among men. At a carnival one night, as
Young Crichton was about to leave, he was
assailed by three armed men in masks. Having overcome the leader of the party, as he was
about to run him through with his sword, the
mask was removed, and his pupil, the son of
the Duke, was before him. Crichton immediately permitted him to rise, and in the excess of
his politeness handed the prince his sword and
knelt at his feet ; whereupon the ungrateful
wretch pierced him through the heart. For this
sad event the court of Mantua mourned nine
months, and it is said that the number of epitaphs and eulogies written to his memory and
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affixed to his hearse exceeded in volume all the
works of Homer.
Crichton has left_ behind but little that gives
us a clue to the knowledge stored up in his great
mind. The four Latin odes and a few prose
fragments that remain do not convey an impression of his remarkable powers. Dying at
the age of twenty-three, he has left sufficient
evidence behind him, however, to prove that
had Providence permitted him to live, he would
have been one of the greatest lights that has
ever shone.

MINOR MATTERS.
The " growing prejudice to college secret
societies" is a phrase which we find in one of
our exchanges. We are not aware that any
such prejudice exists, and if there is any truth
whatever in the above statement we should like
to know it. The day of resistance to co1lege
secret societies we trust is past, at all events
the favor with which they are received by
the majority of educational institutions of this
country more than counterbalances any factious
opposition which may have been organized
against them. These societies are not undergraduate associations merely, but number among
their members not only alumni who occupy
places of trust and prominence in the world at
large., but also professors and instructors in our
various colleges, whose efforts in behalf of the
welfare of their particular fraternities are no less
zealous than those of the undergraduates themselves. One of the strongest links which bind
alumni to their almae matres are these same
secret societies, and were it not for their existence our commencement festivities would be
but poorly attended. We know that they are
growing in public estimation, and believe that
with the years their popularity wi11 increase.
Now that it .seems to be universal1y admitted
that college graduates do amount to something,
and that even from a business point of view a
college education does not come amiss, let those

who possess the statistics give us a complete solution of the problem as to whether valedictorians and salutatorians, or the middle men of a
col1ege class, after their graduation, occupy the
most influential and honorable positions in the
various walks of life. Every now and then
this question is brought up for discussion, and
the advocates of each side forcibly present their
opinions, in fact so earnestly and pointedly,
that it becomes a query of more than ordinary
difficulty to decide
We hardly know how
to get at the root of the affair, but are led to
believe that each college will have to settle the
matter for itself, and then compare notes with
sister institutions. Meanwhile won't some one
settle the question for us here at Trinity ?
Although we cannot boast of as large a number of students as some of our neighboring
colleges, yet it is very evident from a glance at
the following table that as regards scholarship we
are by no means behind-hand. The table represents the averages, marked on a scale of four,
of the first ten commencement appointees of
the classes of Six~y Nine at Yale and Trinity.
Rank.

Yale.

Trinity.

I

7
8

3.58
3·5 2
3.48
3.38
3· 2 7
3· 2 3
3· 1 7
3· 1 7

3·9 2
3.74
3.58
3.57
3.47
3.45
3.45
3·39

9

3· 1 7

3·.30

2

3
4
5
6

3.15

3.26
It is perhaps fair to add that here at Trinity
all recitations are marked on the scale of ten,
and that in reducing our marks to the Yale standard the change was perhaps somewhat to our
advantage. We onlj/ wish to show that we hold
our own with the larger literary institutions ot
New England, and to refute in a measure the
arguments which we daily hear as to the inexpediency and worthlessness of sma11 colleges
IO
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We are afraid that boating matters with us
are not receiving the attention which they rightly demand. There is too much of the disposition manifested throughout college of allowing
this subject of aquatics to be everybody's, or
perhaps more truly anybody's, business. If this
spirit is permitted to have a free run, the natural consequence will be that in a short time
boating will become nobody's business at all.
There are too many in college who look upon
this affair as no funeral of theirs, and by such
indifferent conduct tend to increase the apathy
which already exists. We are perfectly aware
that it's a hard matter to revive a boat club,
and one of the most difficult things to be got
rid of before any apparent progress is made is
this lethargic indifference, which is not only an
almost insurmountable obstacle, but even when
once overcome is apt, sooner or later, to show
itself again. But we won't cross our bridge before
we come to it, and what we want in this matter
of boating is a little leaven of enthusiasm scattered throughout college in order to create an excitement in aquatics which shall be the means
of good results. As we have before hinted, it
is letting slip a good opportunity not to take
advantage of the boating facilities which are
presented to us while living here at college, and
we earnestly wish that a trifle more of life and
energy in this direction would make itself manifest among us. We wish well for the Minnehaha Boat Club-we presume the old name
will of course be retained-but in order to make
it a success each of us must take a personal
interest in its welfare.
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that any one who has the funds of a literary
institution entrusted to his charge would be base
enough to appropriate them to his own use, and,
while we are only too familiar with the daily
defalcations of banker's clerks, insurance agents
and other employees of monied concerns, we
had hitherto supposed that a college corporation
was altogether exempt from the evils of such
dishonest and outrageous transactions. We
trust the case is not as bad as has been represented and that the odd nine hundred thousand
which is reported missing, may yet find its way
back again to the coffers of Brown.

There is one rule in our college code which
seems to us to be freighted with particular injustice. We refer to that law which requires
students to be at church punctually at the time
service commences and to report themselves
absent should they happen to be one second
late. The working of the rule as regards recitations and chapels we will not now discuss,
but when we call to mind the fact that neither
the college nor the city have any standard time
whatsoever, that the distance of our churches
from college, is, to say the least, a good walk,
especially through heavy rain or a pelting snow,
it does seem to us a trifle harsh that in this instance in particular the strictness of the rule
could not be in a measure abated. Allowing
that the law is right and just as concerns the
daily exercises at college, it must be remembered that it becomes very different in its applica-tion the moment it is taken, so to speak, off the
campus. Here where students are continually
passing from chapel to recitation, and from
recitation to chapel, the matter of punctual
Various rumors are floating about to the ef- attendance is a comparatively easily managed
fect that Brown University has recently been affair but when we take into consideration a
defrauded of a large sum of money . Knowing mile's' walk to church with city clocks varying
ourselves how essential that article, the love of from one to ten minutes in time, and city bells
which is said to b~ the root of all evil, is to the ringing a perpetual confusion, we ~ust say that
welfare of a collegiate institution we tender our the rule is anything but agreeable, and that we
heartfelt sympathies to our sister college in this trust the Faculty will look at the matter in a
hour of her misfortune should the above report favorable light, and so amend the law as to
be founded on fact. We are Ioth to believe relieve it of its objectionable features.
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LITERARY LUMBER.
Under this head we wish to say a few words in
relation to a matter which is just now exciting
considerable interest among members of the
debating societies. We refer to the presentation of the Athemeum and Parthenon libraries
to the college upon certain conditions.
For a number of years the rooms occupied
by the society libraries have presented a spectacle chaotic enough to drive any unfortunate person possessed of the bump of order to distraction. Books of all shapes and sizes, up.upon all imaginable subjects, from metaphysics
to second adventism, lay piled upon one another, or were scattered about the floor in woful
confusion. Here an overturned table rested
crosswise upon a heap of pamphlets, and there
a broken-legged chair strode over a mass of
cyclopedias and lexicons. The doors were
without locks, so that volumes might be taken
by any one and returned at his convenience, or,
more probably, be added to his own private collection. True, a pair of energetic Freshmen
once devoted a whole afternoon to restoring one

of the libraries to something like order, but the
effort was spasmodic, the library is fast returning to its previous condition, and those youths
are now Sophomores. It is plain that the libraries are, at present, worse than useless.
It may seem that this lumber would, if presented to the college, meet with anything but a
thankful reception. But there are many really
valuable books belonging to the two societies
which cannot be found in the college library.
In a former article we called attention co the antediluvian style of literature so prevalent in that
institution. Now the societies have never been
bound by any such absurd restriction as that
no book should be purchased until it had been
published fifty years, and consequently they
possess a number of comparatively modern
works of which the college library is destitute.
As these books are now situated they cannot
be used because they cannot be found, but if
they are placed where they can be got at we
will warrant them a glad reception. It seems
to us that the only way for the society libraries
to be made of any value to the undergraduates
is by the proposed plan.
We spoke of the presentation of these libraries to the college as depending upon certain conditions. These are, first, the library to be opened
on Wednesdays as well as ~aturdays, and second,
the college to fit up a reading room, the periodicals for which will be furnished by the societies. The opening of the library twice a week
is "a consummation devoutly to be wished,"
and would render it far more valuable than it is
at present. The reading room is another improvement which would be heartily welcomed.
Students need to have access to the periodical
literature of the day as much as, or rather more
than, to the ancient tomes which constitute the
principal part of Trinity College library, and
we see no reason why the authorities should
refuse the slight expense necessary to prepare a
room for the purpose. In case we obtain this
addition to our conveniences the editors of the
TAB LET will place their exchanges upon file
and continue to do so as long as the papers are
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suffered to remain unmutilated. We hope that
these reforms will be approved of by the professors, as we know they are by the students. The
excellent opportunity for the societies to get rid
of those heterogeneous masses of literary lumber, by courtesy denominated librades, should
not be allowed to pass unimproved.

BASE BALL ITEMS.
.The first game that ha sbeen played at college for more than a year occurred on Saturday,
Sept. I 8th. The Freshmen, "puffed up with
vanity," made their debut by challenging a college nine, and being beaten in five innings by
an overwhelming score. There was so little
good playing on one side, and so little chance
for any on the other, that it is not worth while
to give particulars of the game. The Sophomores and Freshmen played a match on Saturday, the 25th, in which the Freshmen came
off victors by a score of 33 to 8. As in the
first game, so in this, no astonishing skill was
exhibited.
Being somewhat disappointed in the playing
between the two classes, a match was arranged
between the upper and lower classmen, but
this, too, was a one-sided affair, the upper
classmen having everything their own way.
The most enjoyable part of the day was when a
basket full of delicious grapes was presented to
the students on the ground, by the Rev. Mr.
Nelson, and for which he received three hearty
cheers. Aside from this, nothing can be said
of the game. The College Nine, consisting of
some of the best players in each class, played a
match of seven innings with the Club of the
Deaf and Dumb Asylam on Saturday, Oct.
2d, and won by a score of 25 to 24. There
were four substitutes on the nine, otherwise the
score would have stood more in our favor. We
hope the game may be repeated at some future
time with our full side out. The poor playing
that has been done thus far is hardly an index
of what our duh might do, as it is owing more
to want of practice than to lack of good mate-

)
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rial. Now that the Ball is rolling let us keep
it in motion until we attain a much higher degree of excellence in this line than we can yet
boast of.

COMPENSATION DAY.
Two years ago the Faculty saw fit to abolish the annual game of foot-ball between the
lower classes, which had long been one of Trinity's most cherished customs, and, in its stead,
to give us the first of November as a holiday.
Perhaps there is no reason to _;:egret the change,
although it did seem rather hard to take away
from a college none too famous for its proficiency
in athletic sports the only thing of the kind
which it possessed, but we do not propose to
consider the question from this point of view.
The foot-ball is a thing of the past, and it only
remains to invent some method of commemorating the old-time custom by way of keeping its memory alive among us. The day has
hitherto been allowed to pass without notice,
unless we exc~pt the satisfaction evinced by
every one. at being freed for a short time from the
monotonous routine of college duties, and this,
we think, is not as it should be. We of '70
have fond recollections of the enviable ease
which, in our Freshman year, jolly Juniors and
reverend Seniors took around the ale and cracker
barrels, but which we were never permitted to
enjoy, and as far as we are concerned, should
not object to witness a renewal of that former
luxury. From the indignant manner in which a
proposition to this effect was once treated by certain persons who shall be nameless, we are led to
suppose that this would be impossible. It becomes necessary, therefore, to think of something else.
Trinity has not many undergraduate customs.
There is the Burning of Analytics, the Junior
Exhibition, which has, however, fallen into disuse, the celebration of •Washington's Birth-day,
and Class-day ; here our catalogue ends. Of
these four customs two only are peculiar to
Trinity. Two of them are conducted by the
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Senior class, one by the Juniors, and one by
the Sophomores. Now why not have a ceremony managed by the Freshmen? Foot-ball
was essentially a Freshman custom, inasmuch
as that class always gave the challenge and furnished the refreshments. It is particularly fitting, on this account, that any observance of
the first of November should be under th.eir
auspices. By this means, too, the · roll would
be complete, and every year would have its own
festivity. Does this seem too grea~ an undertaking for our Freshmen? We assure them
that the cost of any celebration which they may
choose to indulge in need not be very considerable, and it would take no great amount of exertion
to get up something of the sort which we are
about to propose. Let us have a yearly Burial
of the Foot-ball. We do not want a literary
performance ; that is asking too much, and, besides, we have enough customs of this sort already. Let the Freshmen inter the unfortunate football with all the honors-a masquerading procession or something of that description
-and perhaps, if anybody feels like making a
short and humorous funeral address, it would be
as well to give him a chance. One or two appropriate songs would be wanted, and we are
told that there is poetical talent in the class.
A committee should be appointed at once and
work begun immediately. We are aware that
the time for preparation is short, but no one will
expect anything extraordinary for the first trial.
The difficulty of inaugurating a new custom is
perfectly well understood by all of us, but patient,
resolute labor can accomplish wonders, and we
do not doubt that '73 is perfectly well able to
carry this matter through with every prospect
of success.
At present, Christmas term is entirely deprived of anything in the holiday or
celebration line, unless we except the Society
Prize Declamation~, and we need something
to enliven its dreary length.
If '73 will act upon this hint, they will do
credit, not only to themselves, but, if the thing
is carried out as it can be, to the college as well.

PARTICLES.
The latest bulletin announces a BoAT for
Trinity.--Rev. Dr. Henry of this city was
recently chosen one of the Board of Junior
Fellows. We can never do wrong in ha ving the right man in the right place.--The
Senior class has been safely delivered of its
first theme this term.--Ornamental piles of
turf which graced the campus on either side the
chapel, have been removed.--Masons (acceptable if not "accepted") have for the past
month been manfully tinkering the walls of
Jarvis and Brownell Halls.--The U page of
the college register has just been baptized with
the Bursar's ink.--Sixty-Nine has removed to
Middletown. Creditors will please take notice.
--The convenience of the new skating Rink
on Elm St. is acknowledged by every student,
but, horresco referens, if it is crowded, why then
it will be "unhealthy" you know !--Energetic base-ball men hold their soirees in the
swamp behind the college.--Sad destruction
has visited our ivies at the hands of painters
and other workmen. "Necessity knows no
law."--Brocklesby, '70, has received the appointment of assistant College Librarian for the
ensuing year. Brush up the tomes !--The
north windows of the what-does-he-keep-in-it
room have been boarded up.--Our muchabused skeleton will take his annual climb in
November. Where's the infant ?--The bedquilt and pumpkin exhibition at the Rink last
week was pretty fair. Oh !--It is said that
the Faculty favor the reading-room project.-Beautiful stereoscopic views of Trinity College
can be found at Lyon's, 219 Main St.--A
great leakage in Brownell Hall roof was occasioned by an open scuttle.--The Eds. of the
TABLET would return thanks for bounteous entertainment given at 30 B. H.--Did we
understand aright that the GRAND TRIBUNAL
met on Monday last? Perhaps not.--What
has become of the college glee-club? we miss
the Euterpeans this term.--Great natural
curiosity lately presented to the college cabinet.
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PERSONALS.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.

MIDDLEBROOK, '48. L. N. Middle brook's
address is Bridgeport, Conn.
S,TIMSoN, '48. The Rev. L. B. Stimson is
at present rector of St. Paul's Church, Brookfield, Conn.

The Admittitur prize for the best entrance examination has been awarded to L. W. Richardson.

SCUDDER, '46.

The annual convention of New England colleges
will be held here this year. Sessions commence on
the 27th of the current month.

Hon. Henry J. Scudder,

LL. D., can be found at 66 Wall St., New York
City.
Bu LL, '59. Alfred B. Bull, formerly of the
class of '59, is in the establishment of Woodruff & Beach of this city.
HAZLEHURST, '28. Isaac Hazlehurs.t , LL.
D., still practices law at Philadelphia, Penn.
His address is 19th St., corner of Pine.
RUDDER, '48 . Rev. Wm. Rudder, D. D.,
is at present rector of St. Stephen's Church,
Philadelphia, Penn.
Bu:vooRT, '68. Edward R. Brevoort is in
the office of the Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine Co., 569 Broadway, New York City.
GooDMAN, '63. R. F. Goodman, is residing at Newton, Sussex County, New Jersey,
and is Editor and Proprietor of the Sussex Register.
FERGUSON, '68. Henry Ferguson has returned from Europe and joined his class at the
Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown.

We have seldom been troubled by any disorder
among our types, but this month the font which we
have hitherto made use of in printing this page gave
out at the last moment. We were consequently
obliged. to use small type which, by shortening our
columns, made it necessary to fill up as we best could.
We hope that our friends will therefore excuse the
present "hashy" appearance of this column.
The virtuous indignation of the Hartford Times
was greatly aroused by a cane-rush which took place
last Saturday morning. The misprint in their paragraph is calculated to give an entirely wrong impression of the facts in the case. .No Irishman was concerned in the matter, and we cannot, therefore, be accused of wanton assault and battery, as might appear
from a perusal of the Times article. The cane belonged to a Senior, and was produced by the Freshmen
at chapel Saturday morning for the precise purpose of
getting up a rush, so that the "disgrace to the college,"
if there was any, rests entirely upon their shoulders:
It might be well for the Times reporter to mak;
sure of his facts and not, in his zeal to disparage Trinity, be led into making statements wide of the truth.

HuRL~URT, '62. J. H. Hurlburt, at one
time connected with the class of '62, teaches
a private school at Lime Rock Village,.Salisbury,
Conn.

Little more than a week ago Hartford was visited
by one of the severest rain-storms on record. The
effects of this tempest upon Trinity were disastrous,
In the first place the men who had been engaged in
HUNTINGTON, '67. H. K. Huntington is tinning had, as is mentioned in another column, left
attending medical lectures at the College of the scuttle open and had, moreover, neglected to fastPhysicians and Surgeons, corner 23d st. and en down the tin around the chimneys. Jupiter Pluvius
Fourth Ave., New York City. Letters will reach had it all his own way '' for a time," and compelled
occupants of fourth story rooms to hoist umbrellas
him at No. I 33 East I 7th st.
and make use of all the pans, kettles, spittoons, washJACKSON, '37. The Rev. Abner Jackson, bowls, &c., which they could lay hands. on to preserve
D. D., LL. D., delivered the opening address their carpets from utter destruction. It seemed as if
before the State Teachers Convention which is we were going to be shut up entirely within the
holding its sessions here during the present walls of Alma Mater for some days. But the rainy
week. His subject was "The Personality of god finally left us in peace and we employed ourselves
the Teacher."
in repairing ~amages and dashing the tinners.
/
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BOOK NOTICES.
Among the Trees : A Journal of Walks in the
Woods, and Flower-hunting through Field and by
Brook. By Mary Lorimer. With Illustrations from
Drawings after Nature. New York: published hy
Hurd & Houghton. Cambridge: Riverside Press.
I 869.
Hartford: For sale by Geer & Pond.

In this beautiful and tasteful little volume printer
and engraver have seemingly united their efforts to
produce an excellent specimen of the typographical
art. The book consists of a series of letters written
by a young lady in the ·country to her city friend. It
is one of the learning-made-easy sort, for we find botanical instruction plentifully interspersed among the
pleasant little rhapsodies about the last new flower or
wildwood nook which the explorers discovered in
their rambles. A glance at the tables shows us that
the flower-month of America is June, while we are
surprised to learn that September is, of the months
mentioned, the least favored with these
"Stars, that in earth's .firmament do shine."
Sunday Echoes in Week-Day Hours. By Mrs. Carey
Brock. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. 1869.
Hartford : for sale by Ruggles & Barrows.
We never had a particular fancy for Sunday school
books; never since the days of our childhood when
we were accustomed to indulge in numerous volumes
of this class, and learned, ~uch to our chagrin and
disappointment, that all the proper persons were
girls, and that all good boys died young. The volume before us is, we are glad to say, an exception to
the general style of Sunday school works, and so
popular has it been on the other side of the water
that it has already reached its eighteenth thousand.
The tale is one illustrative of the collects of the Episcopal church, and, though the subject is of a decidedly comprehensive character, especially when we
call to mind a similar work in the beautiful and intellectual effort of Keble, nevertheless the object of the
book is brought out with much vividness and force,
giving evidence of the earnestness of the authoress in ·
the views presented.
Army Life in a Black Regiment. By T. W. Higginson, late Colonel I st South Carolina Volunteers.
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co. 1869. Hanford :
for sale by Ruggles & Barrows.
We had begnn to think that the era of war stories
had ended, but the appearance of the volume at hand
indicates that it has not. Col. Higginson, in this in-

teresting book, gives us an interior view of camp life
among the blacks of the South. The peculiar beliefs
and idiosyncrasies of the negro character are fully portrayed, and the entertaining anecdotes and vivid descriptions interspersed throughout the work add to
the attractiveness of the volume. Army Life is a good
book to take up of a rainy evening or a leisure Saturday afternoon.
The Rev. Dr. Willoughby and his Wine. By
Mary Spring Walker, author of the '' Family Doctor; or, Mrs. Barry and her Bourbon," etc. New
York: National Temperance_ Society and Publication House, 172 William Street, 1869. Hartford: for sale by Ruggles & Barrows.
This book is intended to show the advantages of
Temperance, or, as a recent writer has happily called
it, Aquarianism, over the moderate as well as the
immoderate use of intoxicating liquors. While we
wish well to the cause in behalf of which the story is
written, we do not believe that it will derive much
benefit from this or similar publications. The characters are over-drawn and the situations possess but
little interest, while we are now and then decidedly
startled by the ministerial opinions advanced. The authoress did well to.apologize for these sentiments in her
preface; otherwise we should be disposed to think that,
in her too great devotion to one side, she had lo~t
sight of all ideas of fairness. The book is calculated
to convince no one, but it could do no harm on th:!
shelves of a well-conducted Sunday School Library.
St. Paul. By Ernest Renan. Translated from th e
original French by Ingersoll Lockwood. Ne w
York: G. W. Carleton. Hartford : fur sale by
Ruggles & Barrows.
We are not surprised to meet with this book. In
this eventful nineteenth century we naturally expect
literary wonders, and this volume is by no means a
poor example. The author endeavors to dispute the
generally accepted fact founded on the statements
contained in the New Testament, that St. Paul was a
true disciple and follower of Christ, and also attempts
to prove that the apostle was given over to discord
and delusion, and, though a fair, well-meaning man
in his way, was far from being what we have always
considered him. The work gives evidence of high
intellectual culture and literary ability. Of course we
do not believe in the theories which the author advances, hut if one is theologically inclined the arguments will be found to be very entertaining reading.
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An American Woman in Europe. The Journal of
Two Years and a Half Sojourn in Germany,
Switzerland, France, and Italy. By Mrs. S. R.
Urbino. Boston: Lee & Shepard, 1869. Hartford : for sale by Brown & Gross.

ABBOTT
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&

BRONSON,

HATTERS.

This is a pleasant little book, detailing very com- Thankful for past favors, we beg leave to call the atmon-place adventures as if the writer, finding herselftention of Students to our
in a new world, had determined to discover something
worth wondering at in whatever happened. It is no
better than other books of travel in many respects.
SILK HATS from $5.50 to $10.50.
Mrs. Urbino went over the same old beaten track in
pretty much the usual old-fashioned way, and it cer- KNOX and AMIDON HA TS made to ortain! y does credit to her powers of perception that she
der and warranted to fit.
even thought she could spy out anything new to tell
ALso, a complete Stock of FuR, W ooL,
of, in either Germany, Switzerland, France, or Italy.
and CAsS IMERE HA TS.
It is the old story told in a new way, that is all.

Fall and Winter Stock of Goods.

CAPS IN ENDLESS VARIETY.
EXCHANGES.
The Corne!L Era comes to us in a new dress which
we think an improvement, though the type is altogether too small. Three hundred new students applied for admission to the University last month. Bayard Taylor is non-resident Professor of German Literature. Cornell, if one may judge from the number
of general orders published in the Era, is degenerating into an institution closely resembling the military
boarding schools of the cotmtry.
The Harvard Advocate compositors have struck,
greatly to their own advantage and to the detriment
of the Advocate.
The Polytechnic is a readable, twelve-page paper
devoted to scientific subjects. While probably of
value to students of the sciences, it is rather heavy for
a college periodical.
We learn from the College Courant that" Hartford
Y. M. C. A. meetings are •... disturbed by Trimty
students, who viciously shout Amens ! "
The Chronicle we place at the head of our exchange
1ist. It is a handsome and well-edited paper. President Angell, of Vermont, has been offered the Presidency of Michigan University.
· We have received a copy of the College Review,
published by the Theta Delta Chi Fra~ernity. It
pre.sents the feature, s0mewhat novel in a paper of
this kind, of a continued story. Its plan of giving
historical sketches of the various coileges in the United
States will, if carried out, add much to its value and
interest.

Having been open but a short time, we have no
stock on hand.

OLD

We warrant our goods to give satisfaction.
trouble to ~how goods.

No

ABBOTT & BRONSON,
45 Asylum Street.

College Book Store.

BROWN & GROSS,
Booksellers

e>

Stationers,

NO. 313 MAIN & 5 ASrL UM ST.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
F. A. BROWN.

W. H. GROSS.

JAMES

LYON,

DEALER IN

STATIONERY, TOYS, FANCY GOODS, SCHOOL
BOOKS, WALLETS, &C., &C.
STEREOSCOPES, and the largest collection of P'IEWS
to be found in the city.

Monograms, Initial Stampint, Plain or Colors.
Wedding and Visiting Cards, engraved or printed
in the latest New York styles.
No. 219 Main Street, HARTFORD, CoNN.,
2d door below Centre Church.
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E . S HIGGI~S & CO.,

HART, MERRIAM & CO.

Druggists and Apothecaries,

Would invite attention to their large Stock of
HousE FuRNISHING DRY Goons,

139 Main Street.
DEALERS IN

DRUGS, MEDICINES, PERFUMERY, TOILET
AND FAN CY AR TIC LES.

CHOICE WINES AND CIGARS,
Constantly on hand.
RIGAUD & CO'S PARIS PERFUMES.
N. B.-Prescriptions carefully prepared at all hours
of the day and night.

Carpets, Paper Hangings,
Curtain Materials, Mattresses and Bedding,
Oil Cloths, &c., t:f c.
CHURCH FURNISHING A SPECIALTY!

We employ the hest of upholsterers for Carpet, Cushion and Curtain work.
HART, MERRIAM & CO.,
325 Main St., Hartford, Ct.
W.

E. SUGDEN.

MAIN

S-r.,

HARTFORD,

CT.

ORNAMENTAL

CONFECTIONER,
Ladiesr and Gentlemen's lee
Cream and Dining Room.
WEDDING & O'IHER P.llR'I'IES
Supplied with every requisite.

R.

CR1TTENDEN's

CHARTER OAK

Livery Stable,
NO.

104

"BOSTON SHOE STORE."

MERRIAM.

Mirrors, Picture Frames, Paint. ings, Engravings, Chromos,
ST ERE OSCO PES AND VIEWS.
ALL STYLES OF GILT FRAMES, MOLDINGS, &C.

279 Main Street, ( near Pearl,)
HARTFORD,

. . . . . . . CONN.

Orders from Students will receive careful attention.
E. P. KELLOGG,

DEMING

E.

&

DART,

GUNDLACH,

Watches, Jewelry,
SIL VER

STYLISH TEAMS FOR STUDENTS.

Orders left at the Office will receive prompt
attention.

B.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

MAIN STREET.

HACKS furnished for Parties, Weddings,
Funerals, or by" the hour.

L,

KELLOGG & DART,

HENRY S. BRIGGS,
381

C. R. HART.

NO.

20

w ARE,

ETC,

STATE STREET,

HARTFORD, CONN.

ELDRIDGE & CO.,
DEALERS IN

BOOTS

AND

SHOES,

Of best Hand Sewed and Medium ~alities, of every desirable style
in all ,widths and sizes.
We call the attention of Young Men especially to our
Large Stock of

GENTS'

Watches of all kinds repaired
in the best manner and

GO ODS,

warranted to run well.

Which we think cannot be surpassed for completeness and quality in any city.

375 MAIN STREET,
Cor1Jing's old stand.

HARTFORD.

H. A.

DEMING.

L.

GUNDLACH.
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REILLY'S

LEHR,

Merchant Tailor, Dancing Academy,
271 l\1AIN ST., HARTFORD, CT.

266 MAIN

STREET,

MR. REILLY respectfully annonnces that he has one

(Up Stairs.)

of the best furnished and most convenient academies
in the country, which he will let on reasonable terms,

NEW GOODS FOR FALL AND

for Dancing Parties, Receptions, Germans, etc.

Particular attention paid to dancing classes in

WINTER,

young ladies'Seminaries in every part of the State.
FOR MEN'S WEAR.

I have now on hand a well selected stock usually
found in a first-cla~s Tailor's establishment, which I
am prepared to make to order at short notice and at

MR. REILLY will make arrangements far the
instruction ofprivate classes, and far those persons
who desire to learn the German.

Address

reasonable prices.
JOHN

J.

P. H. REILLY,

LEHR,

266 Main St., up stairs.

The CollegeBootmaker.

P. 0. Box 647.

HARTFORD, CT.

PRESCOTT & WHITE,

Artist Photographers.

WM. LINKE,

DEALERS

No. 3

AsYLUM

IN

STREET,

Would call the attention of his numerous pat-

Fine Chromos and Frames,

rons to his new stock of FRENCH CALF-SKIN

368 Main Street,

just imported.

The best of materials and

PER-

ESTABLISHED

F. A. SYKES,
No. 7 ALLYN HousE,

CASE,

Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
Furnished in the most rcchcrche style.

~ Particular

AND

LOCKWOOD

HARTFORD, CONN.

FANCY BAKERY & LUNCH ROOMS.

w AITERS

CONN.

HARTFORD,

FECT FIT guaranteed.

MUSIC

FURNISHED.

attention given to getting up

College "Spreads."

1836.

&

BRAINARD,

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,
CORNER PEARL AND TRUMBULL STS., HARTFORD, CONN.

COLLEGE

PRINTlNG

of all descriptions.
PRINTERS OF

THE TRINITY TABLET.
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STILLMAN &

Co.,

Men's Furnishing Goods,
FOR

The Fashionable Hatters.

THE FALL TRADE,
AT

LATEST FALL STYLES
OF

Conklin's · Bazaar,
270

MA.IN S'IREE'I.

SILK, FELT AND CLOTH HA TS.
AN ELEGANT ASSORTMENT OF

SILK AND CLOTH HATS SEASON ABLE
Made to Order.

Goons

Just received and for sale at the

Lowest possible Prices for Cash.

347 Main Street.

H. W. CONKLIN.

T. STEELE & SON,

HENRY SCHULZE,

340 Main Street,

The old and original

Have: just received a beautiful assortment of

MOSS AGAES,
BLOOD SONES,
ONYX, &c.,
Mounted into

COLLEGE TAILOR,
Can be found at

253 MAIN STREET.

SLEEVE BUTTONS, STUDS & SEAL RINGS,
-ALSO-

DJAMOND PINS AND RINGS.
SETTING oF PRECIOUS frroNFs MADE A SPECIALTY.
BADGE PINS MADE TO ORDER.

GoLD AND SILVER WATCHES AND CHAINS, GENTS,
TRAVELING CASES, GOLD AND RUBBER
PENCIL AND PENCIL CASES,
AND A LARGE STOCK OF BRIDAL PRESENTS,
Wrought from the finest Sterling Silver, into antique designs
and patterns.
. WATCHES REPAIRED BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN'

RicH

FALL AND WINTER

Gooos

On hand, from which the "nobbiest" suits will be
made at reasonable prices.

Students' custom solicited.
HE RY SCHULZE,
253 Main St., opposite the Post Office.

